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Competition Results

Shamrock Haiku Journal Readers' Choice Award 2008

 The following piece by Graham Nunn (Australia) published in our No 5 was voted the best 
haiku poem that appeared in Shamrock Haiku Journal in 2008:

lookout point
the stones
share our silence

One of our authors who voted for this haiku supplied the following comment about it: 

As well as providing fresh insight, this haiku evokes for me a 
tremendous sense of awe. The writer in present tense, and the ancient 
stones are together silent. Looking out and beyond. Awesome.

The close runners-up were a haiku by Vasile Moldovan (Romania) published in our No 8:

winter sun
in the snowman's eyes
first tears



and the following piece by Martin Vaughan (Ireland)  that appeared in Shamrock No 7:

sunburst -
scent of wild garlic
fills the garden 

A piece by Sergey Biryukov (Russia) was voted the best one-line haiku published in 
Shamrock Haiku Journal in 2008:

out of the empty sleeve   steam

(First published in Shamrock Haiku Journal No 5. Incidentally, translated by the editor)

Many congratulations to the winners!

==========================================================

Forthcoming Competitions

Robert Spiess Memorial Haiku Award Competition 2009
D e a dlin e :  In hand no later than 13 March, 2009.

Modern Haiku is pleased to announce the Robert Spiess Memorial Haiku Award
Competition for 2009. The purpose of this competition is to honor the life and work
of Bob Spiess, editor of Modern Haiku from 1978 to his death on March 13, 2002.
Theme: Haiku are to be written in the spirit of the following “Speculation”
(Robert Spiess, A Year’s Speculations on Haiku, Modern Haiku Press, 1995):
In haiku the juxtaposition or “confrontation” of entities produces a tension charged 
with energy that generates an insight, intuition or felt-depth of an aspect of reality; it 
is a movement, a birth, that leads to a new level of awareness [Prompted in part by a 
passage of C.G. Jung’s].
Rules: The competition is open to everyone but the staff of Modern Haiku, the
competition coordinator, and the judges. Entries must be in English. Each entry
must be the original, unpublished work of the author, and should not be under 
consideration in a contest or for publication elsewhere. For purposes of this 
competition, appearance of a haiku in an Internet journal, a Web site, or a blog is 
considered publication, but sharing haiku on a private e-mail list is not. Of course, 
entries should not appear in an Internet journal, Web site, blog, or haiku list during 



the term of the competition.
Submission guidelines: Poets may submit a maximum of five haiku written in the
spirit of the above Speculation. Entries should be typed or printed legibly. Submit
three copies of each haiku on plain white 3´´ x 5´´ cards or paper. The haiku (one
haiku per card) should appear on the face of each card. The poet’s name, mailing
address, telephone number, and e-mail address (if any) should appear on one of the
three cards, in the upper left-hand corner above the haiku; the other two copies
should contain only the haiku. Please keep a copy of your submission; entries will
not be returned. Please follow the instructions carefully: entries that are incomplete
or that do not comply with the instructions will be discarded.
Entry fee: $1 per haiku, cash or check (U.S. funds); make checks payable to Modern 
Haiku.
Send submissions to: Billie Wilson, 1170 Fritz Cove Road, Juneau, AK
99801-8501 USA.
Adjudication: Two judges will be selected by Modern Haiku; their names will be
announced at the time of the awards. Judging will be double-blind, and the judges
will not know the identity of the entrants. Judges’ decisions are final.
Selection criteria: The judges will look for entries that hew to Western norms for
haiku as published in Modern Haiku and other leading English-language haiku
journals and that best capture the spirit of the theme Speculation above. There are
no rules as to syllable or line count.
Awards: First Prize: $100 plus a signed, previously-loved copy of The Turtle’s Ears
(1971, out of print; has the previous owner’s initials, a bit of water or coffee damage,
slight creasing to the covers, and a small break in the hand-sewn binding).
Second Prize: $50 plus a copy of Bob’s The Shape of Water (1982); Third Prize:
$25 plus a copy of Bob’s Some Sticks and Pebbles (2001). Up to five poets will be 
awarded Honorable Mentions and each will receive a copy of Bob’s A Year’s 
Speculations on Haiku (1995). 
Notification: Winners will be notified by e-mail or phone before the general 
announcement. Winning entries will be published in the summer 2009 issue of 
Modern Haiku and posted on the Modern Haiku Web site,
http://www.modernhaiku.org/, on or before July 1, 2009. If you would like a list of
the winners, please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope (SASE) with your
entries. Overseas entrants should provide one IRC with a self-addressed envelope.
These will be mailed when the summer issue of Modern Haiku is released.
More info: http://www.modernhaiku.org/issue39-3/spiessawards2009.html
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Ukia Haiku Festival 2009

Deadline: postmarked Friday, March 13, 2009
Haiku Submission Guidelines
Festival Date: Sunday, April 26, 2009
To enter, pick up a Haiku Submission Form at Grace Hudson Museum, Ukiah

http://www.modernhaiku.org/


Branch Library, or download the forms from 
http://www.ukiahaiku.org/haikuguidelines.
html. You may also email* your submission; if you are entering category
9, you must still mail a check. Be sure the name on the check and the name on the
poem submission match.
*[email instructions: The body of the email must include a) Author Name, b) email
address, c) category to which you are submitting, d) the poem, e) alternate/additional
contact information. Please make sure everything is included. Send via email
to ukiahaiku09[at]yahoo.com

Categories:
1) General Topics, Children K-3 Grade
2) General Topics, Children 4-6 Grade
3) General Topics, Youth 7-9 Grade
4) General Topics, Youth 10-12 Grade
5) General Topics, Adult
6) Haiku about Ukiah, 18 & Under
7) Haiku about Ukiah, Adult
8) Contemporary Haiku, 18 & Under
9) Contemporary Haiku, Adult*
* To be judged by Jane Reichhold, author of “Writing & Enjoying Haiku”.
The Adult Contemporary Haiku Category has a separate submission fee of $5 for up 
to three Haiku.

ukiaHaiku Festival is a juried event.
Winners in each category will be published and receive an award and/or gift. All
entries will be on display on the day of the event.

Haiku definition: Haiku is an ancient unrhymed Japanese verse form generally set
in three short lines containing a total of 10 to 17 syllables. The poem should contain
a sentence fragment (one line) and a phrase (two lines that complete a
thought). The fragment can be either the first line or the third line.
Haiku typically contains a reference to images of nature. It uses simple concrete
images of things we can see, smell, taste, touch, or feel. Haiku avoids using abstract
or figurative language, and making judgmental statements. The best Haiku
poems reveal the essence of a thing so clearly that the reader can experience that
particular momentary scene or insight which inspired the author. To keep the poem
simple and direct, write in the present tense. Do not use capitalization, punctuation,
or titles.
Traditional English Haiku have followed the form of five syllables used in the
first line, followed by seven syllables for the middle line and five syllables for the
third. However, Contemporary English Haiku do not use this traditional syllable
count, and are therefore as brief as the poem needs to be while keeping to the 
fragment-
phrase structure. In Contemporary English Haiku the middle line is typically



longer in length that the first or third lines.
Please note: both types of Haiku will be accepted for all categories except the
“Contemporary Haiku, all topics, adult” and the “Traditional Haiku, all topics,
adult” categories. Example:
rain gusts (fragment)
the electricity goes (two line phrase)
on and off
More info here: http://www.ukiahaiku.org/haiku-guidelines.html

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Robert Frost Adult Haiku Contest 2009

D e a dlin e :  Postmarked 23rd March, 2009
Adult Haiku Contest
1st Prize - $100 * 2nd Prize - $50 * 3rd Prize - $25
plus 2 honorable mentions
• Entry fee: $10 for 3 haiku
• 3-line format of up to 17 or fewer syllables.
• All haiku must contain a seasonal or nature image.
• Two copies of each poem, with your name, address, phone and/or e-mail on
one copy only.
Mail to:
Robert Frost Haiku Contest,
Heritage House Museum,
410 Caroline Street,
Key West, FL 33040.
Make checks payable to Key West Robert Frost Poetry Festival
More info here: http://www.robertfrostpoetryfestival.com/contest.htm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

True Vine Summer Chapbook Contest 2009
Deadline: postmarked 30th March, 2009

Theme: Summer
Type: Haiku and/or Senryu combination of modern-English language poems
Number of poems to submit: 8-12
Previously published allowed: Yes, with proper credits noted
Entry Fee: None
Payment: U.S. $20.00 plus 20 copies.
Judge: Announced with winner
Requirements: Mail only submissions. Send 2 copies: one with title, poems, and
author contact information; one with title and poems only. No SASE required.

http://www.robertfrostpoetryfestival.com/contest.htm
http://www.ukiahaiku.org/haiku-guidelines.html


Misc: The chapbook will be published and available for purchase in June 2009. The
exact format and book description will be announced at a later date.
Questions: E-mail us please.

Mail all entries to:
True Vine Press
Summer Chapbook 09
PO Box 150932
Lufkin, Texas 75915-0932
More info: http://truevinepress.blogspot.com

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Haiku Magazine Contest

Deadline: 31st March 2009

The editorial board of Haiku, the Romanian-Japanese Journal of Cultural 
Interferences, continues to organize the annual competition for haiku poems written 
in the 5-7-5 format, during the first trimester of 2009. The competition is open to all, 
and there's no entry fee. Send your poems to Mr. Vasile Moldovan, Str. Bârnova, Nr. 
8, Bloc M 110, Ap. 9, Sector 5, O.P. 51, Cod 051164, Bucharest, Romania or e-mail 
them to

valentin.nicolitov[at]yahoo.fr

or to

vasilemoldovan[at]yahoo.com 

All in all, you can submit not more than six haiku poems written in the 5-7-5 format.

Only original haiku poems will be accepted, which haven't been published in 
newspapers or journals, author volumes or in any other form up to date of the 
competition. Hand-written texts will not be accepted, the texts need to be typed at 
least, with correct diacritical symbols and signed as well.

The texts of the foreign authors have to be written in English or French language as 
well as in original language. If you  prefer to send us your texts by e-mail, please type 
them in Times New Roman 12 formatting.

A jury nominated by the editorial board of the Haiku Journal will analyse the 



received poems, and decide which poems they award.

The results of the competition will be published in the Haiku Journal Np. 41 – 
Semester I – 2009, and the prizes and diplomas will be sent to the winners by snail 
mail.

Award-winning and other quality poems will be selected for inclusion in the 
International Haiku Anthology 2009, second edition.

More info here: http://www.agonia.net/index.php/press/1811523/index.html 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mildred Kanterman Memorial Merit Book Awards 
for Excellence in Published Haiku, Translation, and 
Criticism 
This award is made possible by Leroy Kanterman, cofounder of the Haiku Society of 
America, in memory of his wife Mildred Kanterman. See the archives of Merit Book 
Awards. 
Deadline: In hand by March 31, 2009
Eligibility: The contest is open to the public. Books must have been published in 
2008 and clearly must contain printed a 2008 ©. An author or publisher may submit 
more than one title. Books published by HSA officers are eligible for this award.
Submissions: The HSA encourages authors or publishers to proactively submit 
eligible books, not only so the judge(s) will consider them, but also so that the 
HSAcan add these books to the permanent HSA Archives in the American Haiku 
Archives at the California State Library. Please send two copies of each book, noting 
them to be Mildred Kanterman Memorial Merit Book Award entries. Authors or 
publishers should contact the 1st vice president before the deadline to ascertain that 
books have been received. In addition, authors and publishers are encouraged to 
communicate with each other so that duplicate entries are not submitted.
Entry fee: None; however, donations to offset costs are welcome. If including a 
donation, please make checks/money orders payable in U.S. funds to "Haiku Society 
of America."
Submit entries or nominations to: 

Carmen Sterba
HSA 1st Vice President
Kanterman Award
6110 Lakewood Dr. W, #8

http://www.hsa-haiku.org/meritbookawards/merit-book_archive.htm
http://www.hsa-haiku.org/meritbookawards/merit-book_archive.htm
http://www.agonia.net/index.php/press/1811523/index.html


University Place, WA 98467-3413

carmensterba[at]yahoo.com

Adjudication: The names of the judge(s) will be announced after the awards are 
decided.
Awards: $500 for first place, $100 for second place and $50 for third. The first place 
award money is made possible by the generosity of Leroy Kanterman in memory of 
his wife Mildred. The list of winners will be published in Frogpond and on the HSA 
Web site.
Rights: Books submitted will remain the property of the HSA, and one copy will be 
deposited in the permanent HSA Archives in the American Haiku Archives at the 
California State Library.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Kaji Aso Studio 21st Annual Haiku Contest

Deadline: 15 April, 2009

First Prize: $250 Second Prize: $150; Third Prize: $50;
Best Senryu: $50; Elizabeth Searle Lamb Award: $50.

The entry fee is $2 per haiku or senryu. There is no limit on the number of 
haiku or senryu. Please pay by check payable to Kaji Aso Studio.

Please type, computer print, or neatly write your submissions and mail them to the 
address below. Don't forget to include your name, address, and if you have one, an 
email address. Be sure to mark any senryu submissions as such. We're looking into 
the possibilities of email submissions and paypal payments--more information if and 
when this becomes available.

Check out the winning entries and honorable mentions from previous years (along 
with pages of beautiful art and fascinating info about Kaji Aso Studio-- at 
www.kajiasostudio.com
(go to "Events 2009" column and scroll down)

All rights will revert back to the authors after June, 2008 when winners are 
announced.

Send submissions to:
Haiku Contest
Kaji Aso Studio

http://www.americanhaikuarchives.org/
http://www.kajiasostudio.com/


40 St Stephen St
Boston, MA 02115

More info: http://www  .kajiasostudio.com   

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Snapshot Press Haiku Calendar Contest

Deadline: Entries should be postmarked by April 30, 2009.
Overseas (non-UK) entries mailed in the month up to and including this closing date 
must be sent by airmail.
Awards: £300/US $600 total prize money.
12 haiku will be selected as monthly winners and will be published prominently in 
The Haiku Calendar 2010. The prize money will be divided equally between the 12 
winners. 40 additional haiku will be selected as runners-up and these will also be 
published in the calendar.
Entrants may win more than one prize.

Regulations: Haiku should ideally include a season word or activity. This may be a 
direct reference to a specific day, month or season (e.g. New Year’s Day, June, 
winter), or a phenomenon or activity associated with a particular season. Seasonality 
should ideally align with the traditional Japanese (and English) consideration that the 
equinoxes and solstices occur at the midpoints of their respective seasons.
Haiku may be free-form or 5-7-5 and must be the original work of the entrant.
Previously published work is acceptable, though haiku previously published by 
Snapshot Press are not eligible.
Any number of haiku may be entered.

Entry Procedure: Each haiku entered should be typed or written legibly in English 
on a single 3" x 5" (75mm x 125mm) card. Your name should not appear on this card.
Each haiku must be assigned to a month. This month should be written on the reverse 
of the 3" x 5" card. (Entrants from Australia and New Zealand are advised to 
transpose composition dates by six months.)
The first line of each haiku entered should be recorded on a separate sheet of paper 
along with the corresponding month. (No entry form is necessary, though one is 
available in pdf format from our site, if required.)
Your real name and your address should be recorded on this entry sheet only.
If you would prefer to be published under a pen name, or for your name to appear in a 
distinctive fashion (e.g. all lower-case letters), please also write this prominently on 
the entry sheet.

Entry Fee: £2.50/US $5 per haiku, £5/US $10 for three haiku, and £10/US $20 for 
up to ten haiku.

http://kajiasostudio.com/
http://www/


Please make cheques/postal orders payable to “Snapshot Press”.
US checks and banknotes are accepted.
Euro banknotes will be accepted at the same rate as US dollars. Please do not send 
cheques or postal/money orders in Euro currency.
N.B. Please do not send cheques or postal/money orders drawn on banks etc. in 
countries other than the UK (sterling) and USA (US dollars). (Entrants in Canada, 
Australia and New Zealand should send US or sterling banknotes, unless they have a 
US- or UK-based bank account.)

Address for Entries:  THCC, Snapshot Press, PO Box 132, Waterloo, Liverpool, 
L22 8WZ, UK.

Notification of results: Results will be announced on June 30, 2009.
If you would like to receive notification of the results as soon as they are available 
please include your email address on the entry sheet, or enclose an SAE marked 
‘THCC Results’ (+ 1 International Reply Coupon or a US $1 bill internationally).
The Haiku Calendar 2010 will be published by Snapshot Press in August 2009. 
Copies can be ordered in advance at £7.00 UK; £8.50/US $17 Overseas (post-paid). 
Please enclose payment and state number of copies ordered on the entry sheet.

Correspondence: Poem cards cannot be returned – please keep copies of your work.
The decision of the adjudicator is final. No correspondence will be entered into.

Rights: All rights revert to the authors upon publication.
Entry in the competition is deemed to be acceptance of these rules.

Adjudicator:  John Barlow is the editor of The Haiku Calendar, which has appeared 
annually since 2000, and co-editor of The New Haiku (2002). His own collections 
include Flamingo Shapes (2001) and Waiting for the Seventh Wave (2006). His haiku 
have received awards in the United Kingdom, United States, Australia, New Zealand, 
Ireland and Japan, while works he has edited have been honoured by the Haiku 
Society of America (four times) and the Poetry Society of America.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Lyric Passion Haiku Blossoms Contest

Open January 10, 2009 - May 10, 2009 

GUIDELINES:

Limit three haiku poems per entry. This is a free format haiku contest. Seeking high 



quality haiku poetry pertaining to spring/summer. Please type "HAIKU Blossoms" in 
subject line to avoid deletion. Enter as often as you like by email or snail mail, 3 
haiku per submission but you can make 1 total payment by paypal, US check or US 
money order. 

E-mail: LyricalHitmakers[at]aol.com

Winners and Honorable Mentions will be posted on website.
By snail mail, please send a cover letter via snail mail with your name, brief bio, 
address, email, phone and title of your work along with a copy of your (anonymous 
submission with title) or send 2 copies-typed or neatly written poems on one paper or 
3x5 index cards. Include contact info on the back of one card. Confirmation will be 
sent by email once payment has been received. 

No attachments please. Requires one time electronic rights and possibly publication 
reprint rights. Lyrical Passion Poetry E-Zine reserves the right to extend the deadline 
if insufficient entries are obtained._

Entry Fee: $ 3

Awards:

1st Place Prize - $ 130.00 (US) & Certificate
2nd Place Prize $ 40.00
3rd Place Prize $ 10.00

More info: http://lyricalpassionpoetry.page.tl/ 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Francine Porad Haiku Award
Deadline: 15th May 2009
Cash prizes totalling $US225 and publication in the Washington Poets Association 
journal, Cascade. Limit 10 poems. 
Cost: $US5 entry fee + 1 poem, $US1/poem thereafter.
Full details and entry form from the website: 
http://www.washingtonpoets.org/wpa_contest_info.php  
Online entries only; payment is via the website.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

http://www.washingtonpoets.org/wpa_contest_info.php
http://lyricalpassionpoetry.page.tl/
mailto:LyricalHitmakers@aol.com


The New Zealand Poetry Society Haiku Competition 2009
Deadline: 31st May 2009.

Entry Info:
• All entries are to be the original work of the entrant, and may not have been 
previously published, broadcast on radio or TV, or awarded any prize or payment.
• The author’s name must be recorded only on the entry form.
Submissions bearing a name or any other form of identification on the haiku/senryu 
page will be disqualified and entry fees will not be returned.
• Entries must be in English and typed or very clearly written on one side only of the 
page, one haiku/senryu per page. The page need not be A4, but must be large enough 
for easy handling.
• Unlimited number of entries.
• Overseas entries welcomed in both sections.
• Please enclose two copies of each poem, each on a separate sheet of paper.
• Entries will not be returned but will be destroyed, so please keep a copy.
• Poems must not be submitted elsewhere until 31 August 2009, by which time 
entrants will be
notified if their poems have won or been accepted for publication.
• Entry constitutes acceptance of all terms herein.

Haiku Section
Prizes: The top five haiku/senryu will be awarded NZ$100 each. In addition, the 1st 
prize winner will be awarded the Jeanette Stace Memorial Prize of $150.
Entry fee: NZ$1 per haiku; for NZPS members every 5th haiku is free.

Haiku Junior Section Open to entrants who are 17 years of age or younger on 31 
May 2009.
Prizes: The top five haiku/senryu will be awarded NZ$50 each. In addition, the first 
prize winner will be awarded the Jeanette Stace Memorial Prize of $100.
Entry fee: NZ$1 for 2 haiku, or $1 if only 1 haiku is submitted.

Fees may be paid by cheque, in cash, or by IRC (worth NZ$2, available from post 
offices). Overseas entrants may pay the NZ$ equivalent in their currency. See 
www.xe.com for the exchange rate.
Please do not send coins in any currency. For NZ entries 50c stamps are accepted. No 
change or overpayments of less than $5 will be refunded.
Haiku help: Haiku do not need to follow a strict 5/7/5 format, which is usually too 
awkward in English, but poems should capture the “haiku moment”. Innovation in 
haiku and senryu is encouraged. Visit the HaikuNZ pages of our website at 
www.poetrysociety.org.nz or read previous NZPS anthologies for examples of past 
winning entries.



Results will be published in our bimonthly magazine, posted on our website, emailed 
by request, or enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope (SSAE) with your entry for 
a personal copy.
Publication: All poems entered must be made available for publication in an 
anthology to be published by the NZPS in November 2009. Entrants will be notified 
by 31 August 2009 if their poems have won or been accepted for publication. NZPS 
has the right of first publication of all poems accepted for the anthology.
Promotion: Winners consent to the use of their poems for promotional purposes by 
the NZPS including but not limited to our website, brochure, and newsletter.
Copyright in individual poems will remain with the poet, but copyright in any book 
produced by The New Zealand Poetry Society with remain with the NZPS.
Info: e-mail competition[at]poetrysociety.org.nz or visit 
http://www.poetrysociety.org.nz .

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

With Words International Online Haiku Competition
Deadline: 
All entries should be received by the end of Sunday 31st May, 2009.

Here at With Words we believe in acting locally and thinking globally, so half of any 
profits from this competition will go towards literacy work with children in 
developing countries, and half will go to supporting With Words literacy projects in 
the UK.

Prizes:
1st Prize: £200
2nd Prize: £50

Form:
For the purposes of this competition haiku should consist of three lines but may have 
any syllable count. For examples of contemporary haiku please click onto "more" at 
the top of the page to bring up different haiku, and for further information on the 
haiku form, please click onto: what.html.

Judging:
Entries will be processed by a With Words administrator and judged anonymously by 
Japan Times award-winning poet Alan Summers.

http://www.withwords.org.uk/what.html
http://www.poetrysociety.org.nz/


Who can enter?
Entry is open to anyone except With Words’ appointees involved in the administration 
and judging of the competition.
Entries must be your own work in English and you must be the sole copyright owner 
of the work. In future years, it may be possible to open up the competition to other 
languages.

Entry Fees:
£2 per haiku, £5 for 3 haiku, £10 for 10 haiku 

To enter:
1. Pay for the number of poems you wish to enter into the competition, using a 

credit or debit card, by clicking on one of the PayPal buttons above and 
following the instructions. Please retain your Paypal Transaction ID number, as 
you will need to quote this as proof of purchase when you send your 
competition entries. 

2. Please email the following to: competitions[at]withwords.org.uk, with 'Haiku 
2009' in the subject line. 

In the body of the email please list:
1. The Paypal transaction ID number that you received as confirmation of the 

purchase of your competition entries. 
2. Your Name. 
3. Your Address. 
4. You can then list your haiku. Please do not give your haiku a title, but instead 

number them from 1 upwards, up to the total number of entries you have 
bought. 

Important!
1. Please send your entries in plain email text only, with just one clear line of 

space between each numbered three-line poem. 
2. For ease of processing to the judging stage, you are kindly asked to refrain 

from including illustrations of your poems, or any special spacing or tabs, or 
non-standard fonts. 

3. Your haiku will be copied and pasted before judging to retain anonymity of the 
authors. 

Results: 
Winners and their winning poems will be announced on this website by Saturday 1st 
August 2009.
If you wish to receive a notification of the winners by email, please send an email to 

mailto:competitions@withwords.org.uk?subject=Haiku%202009


competitions[at]withwords.org.uk, with no message except “Notify 2009” in the 
subject line.
We also look forward to posting details of the proceeds raised, and announcing the 
literacy work we are able to fund from this competition.

Privacy and mailing list: 
We will not use your email address for any other purpose, or pass it on to any third 
parties. However, if you would like to receive occasional updates on With Words 
news, events, and competitions, please send an email with “Add me” in the subject 
line to list[at]withwords.org.uk. You can take yourself off the mailing list at any time 
by sending “Remove me” in the subject line to the same address.

The Mean Stuff: 
With Words reserves the right not go ahead with the competition if there are 
insufficient entries to cover the prize money. In the event that this is the case, entry 
fees will be returned. The decision of the judge is final, and correspondence will not 
be entered into. Entry into this competition implies acceptance that the competition 
will operate in the manner as described in all paragraphs above.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Kiyoshi & Kiyoko Memorial Haiku Contest

Deadline: 31st May, 2009

The Yuki Teikei Haiku Society announces the annual Kiyoshi and Kiyoko Tokutomi 
Memorial haiku Contest for 2009. The haiku must be written in English, 17 syllables, 
in 5-7-5 pattern. Each haiku must use one kigo (season word) from the contest kigo 
list. Haiku with more than one recognized kigo, or that do not use a listed kigo will be 
disqualified. 

The top three winning haiku will receive cash prizes of $100, $50, and $25. 

2009 Contest Kigo List: 

New Year:  first raven  
Spring:        equinox, gathering seashells
Summer:    damsel fly, ice cream
Autumn:     morning glory, cry of the deer
Winter:        codfish, icicle

mailto:list@withwords.org.uk?subject=Remove%20me
mailto:list@withwords.org.uk?subject=Add%20me
mailto:competitions@withwords.org.uk?subject=Notify%202009


• Entry Fee: US$7.00 per page of three haiku. No limit on entries. Entries will 
not be returned.

• * Submit 4 copies of each entry page, printed on letter-sized paper, with the 
entrant's name and address on only one copy. 

• * Make checks or money orders payable to "Yuki Teikei Haiku Society". 
Overseas entrants please use an International Postal Money Order, in 
U.S.Currency. For the results list, send an self-addressed stamped envelope 
marked "Contest Winners". 

• * Entries must be original, unpublished, and not under consideration for 
publication elsewhere. No previous winning haiku are eligible. The contest is 
open to all except for the President and Contest Chair of the Yuki Teikei Haiku 
Society. Final selection will be made by a distinguished haiku poet. The contest 
is traditionally judged by prominent Japanese haikuists. The Society may print 
winning poems and commentary in its newsletter, annual anthology, and 
current brochures, and on its web site. 

• * Send entries to: 
"Tokutomi Contest" 
Jean Hale, Secretary 

Yuki Teikei Haiku Society 
5135 Cribari Place 

San Jose, CA 95135 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Penumbra Haiku Contest

Deadline: 30th June, 2009

Categories: No limit on entries in either or both categories. All skill levels welcome. 
Poetry up to 50 lines, any style or subject; line length may be edited to fit chapbook 

publication format 
3-line haiku (need not conform to strict syllable count)
Contest does not accept simultaneous submissions or work previously published or 
having received awards in other competitions. 
Prizes: Poetry $200, $60, $40; haiku, $100, 40, $20. 

Top winners and finalists in each category are published in the annual 
contest chapbook and mailed a complimentary copy.

Entries: Submit 2 copies of poetry on 8-1/2x11 paper; haiku on 3x5 index cards.
One copy should show name, address, phone, email and source of contest info; 



2nd copy should be anonymous for judging purposes. Include a brief bio 
with most recent or noteworthy awards and publications. 

Notification: Winner and finalist notifications mailed no later than September 30, 
2009.

Winners list returned to entrants if SASE included. List posted to sponsor web site no 
later than October 30, 2009.

Fees: $5 per poem; $3 per haiku in $US check, cash or money order. 
Mail entries, fees, SASE for winners’ list and book orders to :
TWA Penumbra, P. O. Box 3428, Tallahassee, FL 32315-3428

Judging: Judges are published, recognized poets and haiku experts.

Contest email: poetry[at]tallahasseewriters.net

==========================================================

Magazines: Publications and Calls for Submissions

Shamrock Haiku Journal
Deadline for No. 10: 31st May, 2009

The 9th issue of Shamrock Haiku Journal, the online magazine of the Irish Haiku 
Society, is now available at
http://www.shamrockhaiku.webs.com/currentissue.htm
Shamrock is an international quarterly online journal that publishes quality haiku, 
senryu and haibun in English, and has a home page at
http://www.shamrockhaiku.webs.com
Shamrock is calling for submissions from local, national and international haiku 
poets for the next issue, which will be out in early June 2009. Please submit your 
work to the editor, Dr. Anthony Kudryavitsky, at
irishhaikusociety[at]hotmail.com
See submissions guidelines at
http://www.shamrockhaiku.webs.com/submissions.htm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

http://www.shamrockhaiku.webs.com/submissions.htm


Heron’s Nest Volume X Print Edition

The Heron's Nest is now accepting advance orders for the Volume X annual print 
edition. This perfect bound book will include all material from the four quarterly 
issues of 2008, plus full results of the annual Readers' Choice Awards and winning 
entries from the annual illustration contest.
A bargain at the following prices, which include shipping:
US locations: $17
Canada and Mexico: $19
All other locations: $21
Your check or money order (in US funds) should be payable to
"The Heron's Nest" and mailed to:
The Heron's Nest
John Stevenson, managing editor
P.O. Box 122
Nassau, NY 12123
USA
Anticipated shipping date is April 2009.
The Heron's Nest has a website at http://www.theheronsnest.com

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Bottle Rockets Press and Magazine

Bottle Rockets press has a new website: http://www.bottlerocketspress.com . The
new site is very user-friendly and now it is much easier to order books and
magazines on-line. (Please no longer use the old URL.) Bottle Rockets: a collection
of short verse thrives on new voices. It also features the bookstore of used, new and
collectible haiku and haiku-related books. The new e-mail is:
editor[at]bottlerocketspress.com. Come visit the new website & help us celebrate
our 10th year in print!

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Bottle Rockets Flower Anthology

Call for submissions: bottle rockets press will be publishing a haiku anthology of 
flowers due out some time in 2010. The book will be a perfect-bound glossy covered 
book with an ISBN. (The third anthology in the series.) Submission can cover any 
aspects of flowers. Any type of flower is welcome. No tanka, haibun or haiga will be 

http://www.theheronsnest.com/


considered.

1)Previously published poems must have:
-the name of 1st publication, 
-volume number, 
-issue number, 
-year of publication

2)Please also indicate:
-the season next to each poem 
-and any other useful information. 

3)If unpublished please indicate it also next to the haiku. 

All submissions need to have the name, address, and e-mail on the top right corner of 
the page. No e-mail submissions accepted inside or outside of the USA. Submissions 
in the USA need a SASE/size 10 envelope.

Outside needs an SASE and 2 IRCs. 

All submissions must be typed. 5 haiku per page. Please send up to 20 haiku. 

This will be a highly selective process. Any submission not following these strict 
guidelines will be discarded without notice to sent to author. Deadline for submission 
August 1, 2009. brp reserves the right to discontinue this book project if it does not 
acquire enough quality work. Please send submissions to:

Stanford M. Forrester, Editor
bottle rockets press
PO Box 189
Windsor, CT 06095
USA

e-mail: bottlerockets_99[at]yahoo.com 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Modern Haibun & Tanka Prose
Issue 1. Summer 2009

Submissions open for haibun and tanka prose for the Summer 2009 premiere issue of 
Modern Haibun & Tanka Prose. The submission deadline is March 31, 2009. 
Submissions will NOT close earlier than the deadline. 

http://mail.google.com/mail/h/h2vxbttv6z7u/?v=b&cs=wh&to=bottlerockets_99@yahoo.com


Modern Haibun & Tanka Prose is a biannual journal—a print literary journal, a PDF 
ebook, and a digital online magazine—dedicated to the publication and promotion of 
fine English haibun and tanka prose. We seek traditional and innovative haibun and 
tanka prose of high quality and desire to assimilate the best of these Japanese genres 
into a continuously evolving English tradition. In addition to haibun and tanka prose, 
we publish articles, essays, book reviews and interviews pertinent to these same 
genres. 

Modern Haibun & Tanka Prose specializes in fine haibun and tanka prose. All 
selection decisions will be made at the sole discretion of the editor. 

Previously unpublished work, not on offer elsewhere, is solicited. 
Modern Haibun & Tanka Prose, Baltimore, Maryland USA. Website: 
http://www.modernhaibunandtankaprose.com/ Editor: Jeffrey Woodward. E-mail up 
to five haibun, five tanka prose, and five short works to the Editor at 
mhtp.editor[at]gmail.com . Before submitting, please read the detailed submission 
guidelines and haibun and tanka prose selection criteria on the website at 
www.modernhaibunandtankaprose.com/submit.html. 

Modern Haibun & Tanka Prose looks for top quality haibun and tanka prose in 
natural, modern English idiom. No payment for publication. No contributor copies. 
Publishes a print edition (6" x 9" trade paperback), a PDF ebook, and an online 
digital edition. 

More info: http://www.modernhaibunandtankaprose.com/ 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Books by Irish Haiku Society poets:

Haiku collection "Morning at Mount Ring" by Anatoly Kudryavitsky (2007)
published by and available to order via
Doghouse Books
http://www.doghousebooks.ie
or e-mail doghouse312[at]eircom.net

------------------<>------------------

To  s u b s c r i b e  to/unsub s c r i b e  fro m  the  IHS n e w s , pl ea s e  e-m ail
iri shhaiku s o ci ety[at]hotmail.c o m

http://www.modernhaibunandtankaprose.com/submit.html
http://www.modernhaibunandtankaprose.com/
http://www.modernhaibunandtankaprose.com/
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